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Color surrounds me: We revel in it, splash it everywhere, gulp it with a spoon.Advanced Design . In this
brand-new edition Ari Seth Cohen shares his work from recent years including some of the world's best-
dressed old gentlemen. Equivalent in format to the original, with a large number of images from cities
worldwide including: LA, London, Cape City, Rome, Florence, Tokyo, San Diego, Palm Springs,
Melbourne, Sydney, NY, Amsterdam, Edinburgh, Stockholm, and Geneva, the book will also feature 22
short essays (simply by the subjects of the book) distilling the wisdom and lifestyle secrets of some of
Cohen's favorite Advanced Style women. Contribute to society, and live large. Container? ". simply
cleverly disguised as you.features more senior street style and inspiration from around the world.I must
tell you that We am not really a vintage lady;. Life is short, make every second count. Working as I really
do as an untutored 'outsider' artist can be my therapy, my medicine, my pleasure, and my purpose in
existence.This follow-up to the bestselling  Don't wear beige: it might kill you. I make it, gather it, it fills
and defines my existence. Childish, shamanistic, wild and anarchic, it is as far beyond your box as it can
be done to be.an intro from the always fabulous and witty Simon Doonan makes for a celebration of
smashing senior design!? There is absolutely no box!Be bold, be adventurous. Do profound factors,
dazzle yourself and the world. I am immersed in artwork. Plus  Artwork and color maintain me young,
keep me sane. It is never too late to find your passion." -- Sue Kreitzman
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Ohhhh, God bless this guy!S. I find that with age group I've become invisible.This book is 98% photos,
page after page of lovely women wearing the most beautifully put together outfits. Ari Seth Cohen
provides given me a peer group and mentors to admire. I was about to send a cowboy shirt I've by no
means worn back again to the thrift shop when I came across his site (and Sziporah Salamon's sp?.)
Rather I wore it out to dinner and was complimented and experienced terrific. They can't convenience us
out, if we stick out and operate for color and glamor and imagination!Great book-great photos. Looking
forward to growing older. Inspirational Women Amazing book...It has reminded me of my European
upbringing where aging people do not fade away but are an elegant and gracious presences just about
everywhere. My thanks go out especially to Ari Seth Cohen for taking the time to notice and advance
these charming females. The photos are excellent. I do enjoy the little essays by some of the subjects. A
lot of us have waited a long time for a book such as this. One can't help but become inspired by the
creativity and optimism. That is one of the better `publication of the blog page' types that I've received,
nevertheless, you certainly don't need to know about the Advanced Style blog to take pleasure from the
book. The women in this reserve appear amazing, and I don't mean `for their age group', I mean just
totally amazing generally. I wouldn't be amazed if this ended up being the freshest and most inspiring
fashion reserve of 2012. I've constantly loved clothes and add-ons, regular great thrift shops, adore
colours. There's a selection of appears from quintessential beauty to total bohemian. Generally when I
appear at street snaps, I'm focused on the clothing and haven't got very much interest in the wearer.
What's striking is just how much of the wearer's character shines through. But the women in this book
seem like they'd be good for conversation over a glass of tea..The book itself is somewhat small for an
image book but thick and printed on good heavy paper with a good sheen. The headings are occur a
typeface which can be hard to read, but people that have imperfect sight will be very happy to see that a
lot of type has been arranged quite huge for easy reading. Overall it's a straightforward book to look
through.. When I was younger, people would inform me, `wear that when you can,' and therefore one day
I'd be employed in a cubicle someplace in a navy match with pantyhose and 2" pumps. Right now in my
own 30s I find myself searching for style inspiration from women my age or old who aren't articles to
spend the rest of their lives shopping at LL Bean. Am I supposed to give up on personal style given that
I'm all grown up? I didn't believe so, but having this book of concrete illustrations to the contrary is
obviously an inspiration. The first publication " Advanced Style" was fantastic and the clothes and jewelry
were exceptional . This book didn't exceed my objectives though. Expressing who they're via fashion at
any age I appreciate Ari's creativity and his willingness to allow his participants to express their internal
selves. This reserve would make a wonderful gift for anyone thinking about fashion, young or old.Unlike
many fashion books, this one will make you feel good about growing older..Personally, I've under no
circumstances been an extremely conservative dresser. This book can make you appreciate old age and it
will make you hang on to all or any your old clothes and hats (and your dead husband's hats too).But who
am I, the people in your books are expressing who they are by their own standards and on their own
terms................. at the same time... I will enjoy and re-browse this book many times for motivation!. That
endorses and validates me to be creative also to do my own point.! Advanced Style can be a coffee-table
style reserve of lush full-color photographs.Many thanks, Ari Seth Cohen, pertaining to noticing us. It is
also nice to have some guys included this time. Finally, a book that celebrates the poise and vivacity of
women who have spent decades refining their personal style!. You're Never Too Old To Be Fabulous This
book proves you're never too old to be fabulous and to strut your stuff. Age group is only a number and
everyone in the reserve proves it. I really like these inspiring people! When I, the American, remarked that
it may be easier and more comfortable to outfit her in a jogging suit, I was educated that the dignity of
being well dressed increases the will to live that is very important to 96 year older ladies.. I wish I knew
even more about them, what their homes appear to be or what paths their lives took that made them get



through the years and searching more vibrant and beautiful than woman half how old they are.. when
you're older people don't care if you're eccentric. :) One of my favorite books In the interest of full
disclosure, I'm a 31 year old female from the Southern U. I'm '71. And I unquestionably love and am
influenced by this beautiful book. Another inspiring and fun book This book is filled with wonderful
photos of interesting people as was the first book. The topics are the lovely, interesting, stylish ladies
presented on Ari Seth Cohen's blog. There is not a lot of text to the book, even though some ladies' wise
terms are featured. Nevertheless, there is not a single page that I haven't pored over (usually along with
my 24 year old sister and 6 calendar year old niece). A good photograph of a lady's hands is certainly
endlessly inspiring, simply because of just how Cohen presents his work. My personal style in addition
has been deeply influenced. On every page, I see a tiny detail that makes me move, "Aha! So that's how I
should use that scarf/piece of jewelry/article of clothing." Overall, a perfect tribute to the wisdom and
style of these ladies. Inspirational, visually appealing, and worth purchasing additional copies as presents
for friends & family! LOVE this reserve! After viewing a copy of a close friends, I purchased one for
myself - and after reading it purchased TWO more as gifts for others! The images are intriguing and
gorgeous, and the firsthand interviews and philosophies are Outstanding and inspiring!I am anxiously
awaiting your next creative work on age and style. Beautiful! Love this publication showing women still
playing with fashion like a expression of their artwork. Fashion fun Ageless Fashion Divas come in all
levels in existence.. Companion to a great documentary film. afford it as originally it had been very
expensive--these are beautiful older females all with a marvelous feeling of being . Finally!.! Five Stars
ovely experience .. Thank you Ari. These women are inspirations fun and inspiring book Book has great
photos of beautiful people with great style sense Five Stars Fantastic book that honors the elders inside
our society.. Gives you something to look forward to. This book will do your heart good--I waited until I
could afford it as originally it had been very expensive--these are beautiful older ladies all with a
marvelous sense to be and style--I wish I could afford to provide them away to every old one who
doubted their worth or style because of their advanced age. Their design is truly a gift to all who discover
them. For that, I am grateful because of their courage not to allow others opinions matter or even to stop
them.It also reminds me of my 96 year old mom in a German nursing house, who was dressed in nylons
and a outfit, complete with slip, every day.... Thanks thanks because of this inspiring book... Five Stars
Love this book. Great quality and ideal for the coffee table :) Five Stars Love considering these ladies who
understand how to work it.
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